Central Scripture:
“If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be given to you. But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. That person should not expect to receive anything from the Lord. Such a person is double-minded and unstable in all they do.” -James 1:5-8 (NIV)

Monday, 11/11:
- Trip debriefing and sharing.
- Choosing possible topics for semester paper.
- Beginning writing process.
- Reconnecting
- Begin reading The Princes and the Goblin

Tuesday, 11/12
- Bible
- Newsletter worksheet based on the Revolution Intensive II
- Princess and the Goblin Chapter 2
- Garden
- Spanish Around Town activity

Wednesday, 11/13
- Reflection
- Bible
- Princess and the Goblin chapter 3
- Tour of North GA Tech at 11am
- 3 more assignments from the worksheet
- Individual goal reflection

Thursday, 11/14
- Reflection
- Bible
- Newsletter activities
- Princess and the Goblin chapter 4
- Individual goal time

Friday, 11/15
- Adventure day

Evidence and artifacts this week:
- Journal entries
- Newsletter worksheet
- Spanish activity
- Goal reflection sheet
- Writing